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Aeris

Why choose the OrgaLED® Aeris?
- European quality, design & manufacturing
-  Durable materials, aluminium
-  Designed for quick & easy installation
- Available in 0.8", 1.2" and 1.6" profiles
-  Possible to compose an IP40/IP67 Aeris luminaire
- Wide range of complementing (diffuse) 

accessories
- Ideal to combine with OrgaLED® LED strips
- Walkover profiles available on request

The OrgaLED® Aeris series consists of several durable aluminium 
profiles, which are fit for nearly every indoor and outdoor LED 
lighting project! The assortment is complemented with a wide 
range of accessories, allowing you to compose the OrgaLED® Aeris 
Profiles to your liking. Whether you are looking for an illuminated 
profile with a stunning diffuse light effect, a striking chandelier or a 
self composed IP40/IP67 luminaire: the sky is the limit!

Available in 0.8", 1.2" and 1.6" (silver and white). 
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“Whether you are looking for an illuminated profile with a 
stunning diffuse light effect, a striking chandelier 

or a self composed IP40/IP67 luminaire: 
the sky is the limit!”

Low  3/4" Low 1 1/4" High 3/4" High 1 1/4" High 1 3/4"
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Covers | Creating the desired effect

The OrgaLED® Aeris range is complemented with various cover 
and mounting accessories.  Depending on the required light 
effect, the profiles can be equipped with a clear (low) or 
diffuse (low/high) cover. The higher the profile and cover, the 
more diffuse the light effect will be.

Diffuse high lensDiffuse flush lensClear flush lens

Diffuse high lensDiffuse flush lensClear flush lens
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Thanks to the light weight, durable aluminium materials, user 
friendly click system and various mounting options, the 
OrgaLED® Aeris Profiles are very easy to install. Realize a clean 
and ‘invisible’ finish with the OrgaLED® Aeris Clips or secure the 
profiles with the OrgaLED® Cable Channel, hiding all cables at 
the same time.

The OrgaLED® Aeris Profiles can also be installed in corners, 
while retaining a beautiful continuous light line. By using the 
OrgaLED® Aeris Linker 90, the profiles can be connected from 
the side.
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Mounting | Easy & clean installation

The OrgaLED® Aeris Outer Corner allows the profiles to be 
secured around a corner, where the OrgaLED® Aeris Inner 
Corner realises the exact opposite. In addition, the profiles can 
also be rotated into several positions using the OrgaLED® Aeris 
Rotary Clip.

Besides the various mounting options for walls and ceilings, you 
can also create stunning chandeliers with the OrgaLED® Aeris 
Suspension Set.

Cable Channel

Example: OrgaLED® Aeris Suspension Set 

Outer CornerRotary Clip
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Bordeaux

Red Orange Blue

Light Blue

Green

Light Gold

Gold

Titanium

Blanc

Stone

Taupe

Brown
Dark Brown

Coal

Navy

Choose your color!
OrgaLED® Aeris is available in various colors (upon request)* 



Create your own IP40/IP67 luminaire!

All OrgaLED® Aeris products can be mixed and matched into 
beautiful, pre-assembled ‘plug & play’ IP40 or IP67 luminaires. 
Simply choose the profile of your liking, select the desired light 
effect and lighting color. Finally, choose the preferred cable type, 
cable length and determine the position of the cable entry. Finish 
your luminaire with one of the several features and accessories. 

Go to the Aeris configurator on our website and get started!
www.organiclighting.com

Walk-over profiles available on request.
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Example OrgaLED® Aeris IP67 1131Example OrgaLED® Aeris IP40



Organic Lighting
12203 Magnolia Ave 
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